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Aircraft Type and Registration
No & Type of Engines
Year of Manufacture
Date' & Time (UTC)
Location
Type of Flight

:Ref:CAV/ACC/10/99 Category: 1.1

:Let 410 UVP-E9 Serial No. 962715 $2e..9 SH -PAa
:Two WaIterM601 E engines
:1996
:26 July 1999
:Arusha Airport
: LocaI flight (Touch down and go training flight)

Persons on Board
Injuries

Nature of Damage

Commander's Licence

Commander's A~e

: Crew - 2
: Crew-Nil

: Substantial

: ATPL

: 42 year~

Passengers - 3
Passengers - Ni!
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Commander's Experienee

Information Source

mSTORY OF THE FLIGHT

: 12,000 hours of which 700 were on type
Last 90 days: 224 hours
Last 28 days: 46 hours

: Telephone cal! from the Operator

5H-PAB took offfrom Arusha airport at 1235 hours for a circuit training. It was carrying
one instructor, a pilot trainee and three passengers. The aircraft was flying VFR.

The instructor said that he intended to execute nine touch and go circuit operations, three
of which were to be performed with 42° flaps, another three with 18° flaps and the rest
with zero degree flaps.

The first six circuits were performed uneventfu1ly. Before initiating the first flapless
landing the instructor ordered the trainee to extend his approach and establish a six-mile
final to runway 09. When the aircraft was established on the final for runway 09 the
instructor saw that the aircraft was a bit too lowand ordered the trainee to adjust his
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approach. After5H-PAB was established on theapproach sIope the instructor advised
the trainee to call when he needed props fu1ly forward (setting propellers into full coarse
pitch). This he subsequent1y did and the instructor, aware of the relatively high aircraft
speed for the configuratio~ advised the traineeto be careful on the flare in order to avoid
the possibility of the tai! skid hitting the ground.

When the aircraft was flared,the taiI skid bit and scraped the ground followed by the
belly and the nose underside section After sliding for 164metres the aircraft came to rest
an the runway with the engines still running. The instructor carried out the emergency
shut down checks and evacuated the aircra:ft.

It was only after touch down that the crew realised that they had belly _ landed. The
commander then proceeded to select reverse thrust. There was no fire and none of the
occupants was injured.

The instructor said that he had forgotten to lower the landing gear because of his pre-
occupation with the rate of descent and the execution of the flapless flare. The pilot
under instruction testi.:fiedthat he had concentrated tao much an the technical side of
flying to the point offorgetting to call for the gear down selection.

There was only one checklist in use in the cockpit which was containedin a book and this
was being used by the instructor. The instructor testified to have used the checklist for
the first six landings. The check1ist was not used for the accident landing.

None pilot of the pilots reported to have heard the landing gear horo.

DAMAGE TO THE AIRCRAFT

In the belly landing the accident aircraft sustained damage to the tai! skid, the landing
gear buIge in the belly and the nose underside section. However, more damage occurred
on the top fuseIage Structure forward of the wing mounting frame. This section appeared
to have twisted under the weight of the wings when the nose hit the ground. There were
visible signs of distortion in the fuselage profile at several areas between the forward
wing mounting frame and the nose cone. Thedetailed assessment of the damage and the
possible repair scheme is awaiting the manufacturer's analysis.
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